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Gently open the door of the Tesseron home in Châteauneuf-surCharente and discover the family secret; an incredibly rare collection
of the finest cognacs. This treasure trove dates back to the nineteenth
century when Abel Tesseron acquired the property to house his
passion for collecting rare and priceless cognacs. He then realized
his ultimate dream of creating his own cognacs.
In 1905, Abel founded the Maison Abel Tesseron, adopting a longterm policy of building up stocks of eaux-de-vie that he carefully
conserved in the twelfth century crypt. Relying on two separate
estates, one situated in the Grande Champagne and the other in
Petite Champagne, he distilled, aged and blended his exceptional
eaux-de-vie making his dream a reality.

THE TESSERON ‘PARADIS’

Abel’s son, Guy Tesseron, joined him in 1940 bringing with him, his
acute sense for business. Together, they became renowned in the art
of ageing cognacs, rapidly becoming one of the most sought after
producers.

NOÉ, JUSTINE, MELANIE and PHILIPPINE TESSERON
Fourth Generation

For over a century, the Tesseron Cognac’s remained a hidden trade
secret, until a few years ago, when the family decided to open their
doors and share it with Cognac lover`s from around the world.
Today, Alfred and his children, Justine and Noé with his nieces
Melanie and Philippine, perpetuate the family’s legacy; the process
remains the same… They also bring their vision to the Tesseron
family business by creating some of the most subtle, complex and
luxurious cognacs that one could ever hope to find; ranging from
decades old to the infinitely rare century old blends.
Releasing The Classic Collection under the family name in 2003,
today Tesseron Cognac offer an extended selection of unique and
carefully composed blends to connoisseurs and devotees alike.
Exclusively…. “XO & Beyond”.

The Tesseron Cognacs are made from the two most prestigious appellations in the Cognac region: Grande Champagne and Petite
Champagne. Grande Champagne is renowned for making the best cognacs of the region, due to its Limestone terroir. The Grande
Champagne eaux-de-vie need many years to achieve their legendary smooth finish. The more they age, the more the aromatics come
forward and the smoother they become. Petite Champagne is composed mainly of Clay and Limestone. Eaux-de-vie made from this
terroir need less ageing to achieve the smooth finish.
Tesseron Cognac is one of the last cognac houses to use the original three grape varietals: Ugni Blanc, Folle Blanche and Colombard.
Ugni Blanc is the main variety in all blends. The two rare varieties, Folle Blanche and Colombard, are difficult to grow and produce
small crops that have lead them to almost disappear in the region, but it is the Tesseron commitment to tradition that gives their Cognac
this extra dimension.

THE PROPERTY IN
THE GRANDE CHAMPAGNE APPELLATION

UGNI BLANC

THE DISTILLERY

Grapes are harvested in the early autumn and fermented to make a low strength, acidic wine of around 9% volume. The distillation is
tightly controlled from the end of the harvest until the end of March the following year. The Tesseron Cognacs are double distilled in
antique copper ‘pot’ stills, known as the Alambic Charentais, which are heated by a naked flame. Only the ‘heart’ of the distillation
is selected for maturation into Cognac. Some of the eaux-de-vie are distilled on lees, providing more complexity to the cognac. This
process gives the cognac more body, power, elegance and a longer lasting finish with great finesse that connoisseurs from around the
world have come to appreciate.

THE GRANDE CHAMPAGNE VINEYARD

The cool, damp Tesseron cellars dating back to the twelfth century were
once part of the crypt of the local church. It is here that the young eauxde-vie are laid to rest in old oak casks and left to quietly age and mature.
Craftsmen made these casks from ancient oaks felled in the nearby forests
of Limousin. During maturation, the ageing cognac will gently oxidize and
soft tannins will be absorbed from the old oak casks. During this time,
some of the precious nectar will evaporate and be lost forever, known as
the “Angels’ share”.
The “maître-de-chai” knows the character of each of his casks as if they
were his beloved children. Even if the ‘eaux-de-vie’ were distilled from
identical grape varieties on the same day, each cask will provide a unique
set of flavors, to multiply the array of aromas and tannins needed to
construct and blend an excellent cognac.
THE TWELFTH CENTURY CRYPT

THE ART OF BLENDING
Blending in itself is a great skill and art form that takes many years to perfect!
Tesseron Cognacs are known to have great complexity and depth; as the “maître-de-chai” carefully selects and assembles
the cognac to create subtle blends from the three grape varieties for roundness, finesse, depth combined with a smooth
finish. Each variety and cask will lend a special nuance to the final blend.

THE

CLASSICS
The Classic Collection brings together four cognacs, that were the first to be released
under the Tesseron name.
The Maison Abel Tesseron renowned for producing old and mature blends, used to present their
samples under ‘Lot’ numbers, that historically was the trade term used to identify a blend. Using
this traditional method of identification and delving into the cellars of their legendary collection
of age-old Grande Champagne reserves, the Tesseron family has released four numbered ‘Lot’
cognacs; reflecting the lifetimes’ work of four generations of refined cognac makers. Each of these
cognacs illustrates the mastery and artfulness of their heritage.
This remarkable cognac range starts with the ten year-old LOT n°90 XO OVATION and spans three
further generations ending with the LOT n°29 XO EXCEPTION, and provides a unique opportunity to
experience the different qualities between each generation.

LOT N°90
XO OVATION

LOT n°90 XO OVATION owes its freshness and purity to the vivacity of our
eaux-de-vies. It displays an especially attractive combination of vigour and
complexity, which several ice cubes bring out perfectly – a first encounter with
a great cognac. Made from the finest terroirs in Cognac – Grande Champagne,
Petite Champagne and Fins Bois – LOT n°90’s unique character comes from
long ageing in oak barrels, which adds richness and complexity.
GRAPE VARIETY Ugni Blanc
APPELLATIONS Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne and Fins Bois
AGED More than 10 years aged in Limousin oak casks

LOT N°76
XO TRADITION

LOT n°76 XO TRADITION is an exceptional blend of reserve stocks of
Grande Champagne cognac, matured to perfection in old casks. LOT n°76
immediately establishes its quality on the nose, which exhibits a wealth of
caramelised peaches, almond and candied fruit aromas. This carries on
magnificently through to the palate, with rich, delicate flavours of nuts and
dried fruits – a wonderful range of tasteful sensations.
GRAPE VARIETY Ugni Blanc
APPELLATION Grande Champagne
AGED More than one generation in Limousin oak casks

THE COLOR Attractive golden
THE NOSE Very fresh pear & quince notes on attack, give way to dried fruits
and nuts, fresh, with intriguing hints of almond
THE PALATE Firm, focussed, powerful

THE COLOR Very clear and bright
THE NOSE Very alluring and expressive, this presents a sensation of fruit
layered with hints of honey, all lifted by floral tones – very elegant
THE PALATE Generous on attack, a wonderful and spicy vitality with a
rounded and harmonious finish

RATINGS
SPIRIT JOURNAL : *** Recommended
WINE INTERNATIONAL : 94 points ‘STAR BUY’

RATINGS
SPIRIT JOURNAL : **** Highly Recommended
WINE ENTHUSIAST : 90-95 points SUPERB - HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

LOT N°53
XO PERFECTION

LOT n°53 XO PERFECTION is a blend of our most sublime stocks of Grande
Champagne cognac. It has a sumptuous topaz colour with a bouquet
of plums, figs, and chocolate on the palate. This cognac borders on
perfection, finesse and complexity complemented by a refreshing lift on
the finish.
GRAPE VARIETALS Ugni Blanc and Colombard
APPELLATION Grande Champagne
AGED More than two generations in Limousin oak casks
THE COLOUR Splendid mahogany
THE NOSE The wonderful, heady aromatic tang, borne of long wood ageing
is immediately compelling. This gives way to hints of wood, dried fruits &
tobacco - very rich and generous.
THE PALATE An extremely appetising cognac, opulent, rounded and yet
vivacious. Pepper & spices emerge initially before revealing dark chocolate
and fresh herbs. Complex, it shows supreme finesse, supple opulence and
very good length.
RATINGS
SPIRIT JOURNAL : ***** Highest Recommendation
WINE ENTHUSIAST : 96-100 points VOTES SPIRIT OF THE YEAR 2006
ROBERT PARKER.com - Hedonist’s gazette : « The LOT 53 is pure silk,
which at this alcohol level is very dangerous indeed. The complex
aromatics can fill a room. » 98 points

LOT N°29
XO EXCEPTION

LOT n°29 EXCEPTION is the rare jewel of the Tesseron collection of cognacs.
A unique blend of legendary Grande Champagne, the cream of our oldest
and rarest stocks, lovingly aged for more than three generations. Balancing
power and finesse, EXCEPTION has a floral bouquet, allied to chocolate
and mocha notes. This is complemented by that elusive, ethereal nose
which is so typical of only the very best old cognac. This subtle elixir has
an extraordinarily long aftertaste, and its lovely amber highlights reflect its
very slow ageing – the quintessence of elegance.
GRAPE VARIETALS Ugni Blanc, Folle Blanche and Colombard
APPELLATION Grande Champagne
AGED More than three generations in Limousin oak casks
THE COLOR Lustrous topaz
THE NOSE Heady, decadent nose, followed by layers of leather, honey, figs,
plums and exotic fruit laced with oak
THE PALATE Supremely elegant, combines macerated dried fruit with
hints of mocha and cocoa, refreshed by floral aromatics. Extremely well
balanced and wonderfully complex with marmalade notes emerging on a
persistent, stylish finish
RATINGS
THE SPIRITS BUSINESS AWARDS 2010 : Prix d’Excellence, Prestige Category
WINE ENTHUSIAST : Superb - Highly Recommended
ROBERT PARKER.com - Hedonist’s Gazette : « Anything this smooth, silky,
potent, and aromatic, is truly great stuff. It is about as ethereal Cognac as
anyone could ever hope to drink. » 100 points

THE SIGNATURES
Abel Tesseron, together with his son, Guy Tesseron, used to create tailor-made cognacs
for their most important clients. These blends were known as some of the finest
eaux-de-vie ever produced. The remaining stocks make up an important part of the
Tesseron collection, resting until now undisturbed in our cellars; these are known as our
‘Signature’ blends.
From these very special marriages, we have elaborated The Signature Collection.
This collection is characterized by the individual qualities of three different aged cognacs:
XO PASSION for its freshness, EXTRA LÉGENDE for its elegance and TRÉSOR for its
richness. Presented in a specially conceived decanter, the shape has been inspired by
the original vials used for many generations to present cognac samples.

Over one century and four generations, the Tesseron family have
developed a treasury of knowledge, tradition and family secrets
to create a collection of exceptional XO cognacs. With this unique
heritage as their guide, Alfred and his children, Justine and Noé with
his nieces Melanie and Philippine, by a passion and their desire to
share it with you. XO PASSION is a unique blend created from the
grape variety grown in their vineyards, Ugni Blanc.
GRAPE VARIETAL Ugni Blanc
APPELLATION Grande Champagne, Petite Champagne and Fins Bois
BLEND Around thirty eaux-de-vies, selected for their elegance and
lightness yet very floral quality
AGED More than ten years in Limousin oak casks
CHARACTER Light and balanced, notes of spices
WHEN After lunch with a Columbian coffee

Founded by Abel Tesseron in 1905, Tesseron Cognac has earned
a reputation for excellence. Authentic collectors of spirits with rare
finesse, the Tesseron family unites perfection gained from traditional
experience with a spirit of innovation to create legendary cognacs.
EXTRA LÉGENDE is created from a marriage of the finest reserves of
Grande Champagne. Enter the legend of excellence and offer yourself
the exquisite pleasure of tasting this marvelous cognac’s subtle
elegance.
GRAPE VARIETAL Ugni Blanc
APPELLATION Grande Champagne
BLEND A selection of around fifty eaux-de-vie
AGED for more than one generation in cellars with different humidity
levels
CHARACTER Rich attack with beautiful maturity and notes of cooked
fruits with velvet like finish
WHEN After dinner

Created at the end of the 19th century by Abel Tesseron and continually
enriched over the passing years, the collection at the Tesseron Cognac
house is a veritable jewel, unique in the world. These sumptuous
stocks of spirits, conserved in a 12th century crypt, give birth to
exceptional cognacs. Aged over several generations, this TRÉSOR is a
singular piece in the Tesseron Cognac collection, the fruit of a delicate
elaboration of Grande Champagne blends.
GRAPE VARIETALS Ugni Blanc and Folle Blanche
APPELLATION Grande Champagne
BLEND of around one hundred eaux-de-vie, selected for their finesse
AGED for more than two generations in special barrels called ‘Tierçons’
within the reknown Tesseron family’s Paradis where the oldest cognacs
are kept.
CHARACTER Very rich, bold, great length on the palate, smooth. Great
length on finish
WHEN Late at night with a Cuban cigar (Montecristo N°3)

There are some secrets that only a privileged few of those in the
know are lucky enough to share…
The intense emotion you feel on tasting this exceptional cognac
originates from a double distillation in small coal-heated copper
pot stills, aged over three generations in the prized Limousin oak
cask barrels, known as « Tierçons » before being transferred into
the glass « Bonbonnes » to perfect the ageing process. This rarest of
nectars then enters the « Paradis », a very special cellar, once the
crypt of a monks’ priory. Here it remains, oblivious to time and
concealed from the outside world, until the ‘marriage’ ceremony, the
delicate process of blending.
From this unique blending comes Tesseron Extrême, carefully
chosen from our oldest and finest reserves at the heart of Abel
Tesseron’s private collection. For the Tesseron’s, this timeless cognac
is a way of capturing our history in a bottle.
Velvety and supple on the palate, its exceptional mellowness is
matched only by its infinitely complex depth. Its rancio nose, the
result of its long ageing, is smooth and harmonious. It releases
waves of countless secondary aromas, whose tones become more
intense, ending with a finish of incomparable softness.

PRESS CUTTINGS
‘‘ Gorgeous fruity cognacs ’’ The

RATINGS

Times

‘‘...this smooth, silky, potent, and aromatic, is truly great stuff. It is about as ethereal Cognac as anyone could ever hope to drink. Tesseron Cognac Lot No.29 rating: 100 points’’

« Lot No.29 rating: 100 points » ROBERT PARKER

Robert Parker
‘‘One of the most exiting new players in this tiny luxury cognac category is the family owned Tesseron. Tesseron began as a wholesaler, selling some of its extraordinary stock of
aged cognacs to bigger firms for blending. Now, it has launched its own small but perfectly formed portfolio of numbered-lot cognacs’’ John

‘‘For more than a century the Tesserons have been immersed in the cognac business. These are fine high-end cognacs, made from distillation of wine from the Ugni Blanc,
Colombard and Folle Blanche grape varieties, a rarity today. They are Cognacs of great style and elegance’’ Le
‘‘Owners of the best stocks of truly ancient Cognacs in the region’’ Nicolas

Figaro

Faith, The Drinks Business

‘‘The Tesseron Family are noted for the quality and range of their ancient reserves’’ Wine

« Lot No.53 : voted first cognac in F. Paul Pacult’s Top 10 Spirits of 2014 » SPIRIT JOURNAL

« Lot No.76 rating: 95 Points ‘Superb - Highly Recommended’ » WINE ENTHUSIAST

International Magazine

‘‘Alfred Tesseron is a perfectionist, it runs in the family. He has one of the oldest and finest collections of cognac reserves in the region. Tesseron hold legendary stocks of the
greatest Grande Champagne Cognacs’’ L’

« Lot No.53 rating: 98 points » ROBERT PARKER

Stimpfig, Financial Times

« Lot No.90 rating: 94 Points ‘Star Buy’ » WINE INTERNATIONAL

Amateur de Bordeaux

‘‘Having principally been a source of fine, aged Cognac for the top blends of other houses, Tesseron has recently launched three superb Cognacs of his own’’ Decanter

« Trésor : voted first cognac in F. Paul Pacult’s Top 10 Five-Star Spirits of 2015 » SPIRIT JOURNAL

SAS TESSERON COGNAC
2 BOULEVARD CHARLES FRANC
16120 CHÂTEAUNEUF-SUR-CHARENTE, FRANCE
TELEPHONE : +33 (0)5 45 62 52 61
FAX : +33 (0)5 45 62 51 62
WWW.TESSERONCOGNAC.COM

